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COMMENTS 
RECEIVING AND ESTIMATING REPORT 

INITIAL CUSTOMER ORDER NO. 

JJM 
DATE RECEIVED DATE OPENED DATE CODE SERIAL NUMBER NEW SERIAL NUMBER 

01/20/97 01/27/97 XB 12-81 8636694~ 
ACCESSORIES SCOPE BASE W/ STUDS 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 

, GUN CONDITION 

: D NEW 

D LIGHTLYWORN 

ID WORN 

D VERY WORN 

D UNREPAIRABLE 

D MARRED 

L 

FREISCHLA!;, STEPHEN A 
P 0 BOX 237 
DEERFIELD NH 03037 

ACCOUNT NUMBER N/C 

WAITE D 

1 CUSTOMER CONCERN AMMO FUNCTION FINISH 

CYCLE 81 

. TRIGGER GROUP 

BOLTASSY. 

BARREL ASSY. 

REC.ASSY. 

WOOD 

METAL 

OFFICECOF 

ACCURACY 

MODEL ANO GRADE 

700 

SHIP TO: 

' 

7MHAG 

ORDER 

R 97-02346 

ADL 

FREISCHLAG, STEPHEN A 
P 0 BOX 237 
DEERFIELD NH 

03037 

PROM, DATE 

EXCISE 

TAX 

INSURANCE 

UPS 

PARCEL POST 

TOTAL 

FIT INSPECT 

.OC 

AD6925 REV t 1196 
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el 700, Serial # 366945 which I purchased in approximately 1982. 
apon malfunctioned. I fired one round through the rifle, extracted the 
the chamber. While seating the bolt, the weapon fired without touch
tive standing next to me approximately 2 or 3 feet away. I cycled 5 
eapon discharged without touching the trigger. After the fifth round, 

I have used the rifle several times since this initial incident, and the 
··' je way - once during a follow up shot at a white-tailed deer, which 

..,._. . . · . -~~· v1 u fter the, rifle recoiled and split the bridge of my nose open. Luckily, 
a competitive rugby player, and I get hit like that all the time! 

wn several Remington firearms, and consider them exceptionally well designed and functional firearms. 
is rifle has performed very well in the 15 years I've owned it, and as you can see, is well cared for. I real

e that a fifteen year old firearm is probably not under any kind warranty; however, considering the dangerous 
· ature of this malfunction, I have returned it with the following suggestions: 

I) I'd prefer that Remington replace this rifle. This may seem odd, but repairing the problem and returning 
it to me would prove unsatisfactory. I would be very uncomfortable using this rifle again, considering the 
nature of the malfunction. Another concern is that I had planned to take this rifle on a kayak trip down the 
1,800 mile length of the Yukon River during the summer of 1997 as "bear protection". I'm not comfortable 
bringing this gun. If replacing it is an option, I an willing to pay the difference between this gun and another 
model 700 with the following spec's: .338 Win. Mag with composite stock, equipped with iron sights. 

2) If replacement is not possible, please repair the rifle malfunction and return it. 

Should you have any questions, please contact me at the address listed below. In addition, could you please 
include a 1997 firearms catalog. 

Stephen A. Freischlag 
P.O. Box 237 
Deerfield, New Hampshire 03307 
Home Phone: (603)-463-3009 
Office: (603)-228-3610 

Sincerely, 
Stephen A. Freischlag 
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